University and Bay / “Four Corners” Community Engagement
Community Meeting #3 – June 5 - 19, 2020
Online – universityandbay.com
Executive Summary
As part of the community engagement process for redevelopment of the “Four Corners” site, Sand Hill
Property Company held a third community meeting in June 2020. Due to health and safety concerns
related to COVID-19, that community meeting was done through an online format. The virtual community
meeting included a video presentation, online resources and project content, and an interactive survey.
The meeting was made available to the public for a two-week period between June 5-19th. This Executive
Summary provides an overview of the overarching trends and takeaways that emerged from the
qualitative responses and the quantitative results in the online survey.
Virtual Participation Data
• 77 survey responses (73 in English; 4 in Spanish)
● 292 unique visitors
● Over 80% of survey participants live in EPA
● Approximately 50% of survey participants work in EPA
Important Themes & Takeaways
Based on an analysis of the online survey results, the following themes and takeaways emerged as the
most significant feedback from Community Meeting #3. This information will help guide future
programming, design and planning decisions for the Four Corners project.
•

Main Street Destination: Consistent with the Specific and General Plans, participants are excited by
the idea of having a distinctive project that will draw people to the site and create a sense of “there
there” in EPA.

•

Address traffic impacts and accessibility: There were some concerns around too much visible parking
and the impacts of traffic on University on the ground floor programming. Participants want the space
to be oriented to pedestrians while not increasing traffic impacts in the surrounding area.

•

A project for EPA residents: In all aspects of the survey, participants noted the importance of ensuring
that the project elements are designed for and benefit EPA residents. This includes jobs for EPA
residents, retail spaces for EPA businesses and entrepreneurs, and housing that is affordable and
prioritized for EPA families
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•

Architecture that is “EPA not Palo Alto”: Participants are hopeful that the project will be a true EPA
landmark, setting it apart from other areas on the peninsula. There is a concern that the architecture
will not be distinctive enough and will look like other places.

•

Placemaking and Placekeeping – Create A Unique EPA Place: Using murals, artistic commemorative
elements, lighting, colors and textures, programming and green features, survey participants want
the project to focus on high quality placekeeping and placemaking by creating a place that is uniquely
EPA and reflects its history, community and diversity.

•

Greening Features: Throughout the survey, participants provided comments about the desire to have
more planting, green spaces and trees to reflect the biodiversity of the area and bring “nature into
the project.”

The document below includes an overview of the survey design as well a summary of the survey responses
by section, including both a recap of the trends and the quantitative results of the survey questions.
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Survey Details – Design
The online survey included informative/education components, including a presentation video, as well as
five interactive sections. Below is an overview of the five interactive sections and the corresponding
questions that were posed to the participants:
Project Principles
Based on a review of preview of previous planning processes and feedback that we’ve heard from the
community to date, we have created five Core Principles that articulate the community’s priorities and
will guide design decisions moving forward. The Core Principles are:
1. RESPECT WHAT CAME BEFORE US
2. CREATE A VIBRANT, MIXED-USE "MAIN STREET"
3. CREATE PLACES TO LIVE AND GATHER
4. IMPROVE MOBILITY AND ACCESS
5. CREATE JOBS AND LOCAL REVENUE
•

Question: Below are the five guiding principles. Based on the descriptions above, please rank them
on a scale of 1 to 5 from not important to extremely important, by clicking on the number that
responds to your answer

Public Town Square
In the Ravenswood/Four Corners Specific Plan and the East Palo Alto General Plan, the site was designated
as the “heart” of East Palo Alto. Leveraging the site’s location across from City Hall, we’ve proposed a
public courtyard/town square that will not only attract people to the site but will also distinguish the site
as a distinct EPA landmark. There are many ways to create a dynamic landmark. Please select the images
below that you like best.
•
•
•
•
•

Question: What kind of ARTS & OBJECTS would make this place a landmark?
Question: What ways of COMMEMORATING THE SITE'S HISTORY would make this place a landmark?
Question: What FEATURES would make this place a landmark?
Question: What TYPES OF MATERIALS would make this place a landmark?71 responses
Question: Are there any additional thoughts you want to share about the images you selected?

Public Plaza/Courtyard
Based on feedback that we’ve received in community meetings #1 and #2, we know that the community
wants safe and welcoming public spaces that brings families together and celebrates the diversity of
EPA. Sitting at the center of the project, the central plaza/park will be designed with features that create
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an inviting outdoor community space. There are many ways to create an inviting outdoor community
space. Please select the images below that you like best.
•
•
•
•
•

Question: What ACTIVITIES & PERFORMANCES would make this an inviting community space?
Question: What TYPES OF ACCESS would make this an inviting community space?
Question: What ELEMENTS & MATERIALS would make this an inviting community space?
Question: What CLIMATE would make this an inviting community space?
Question: Are there any additional thoughts you want to share about the images you selected?

Local and Small Business Marketplace
An important component to the proposed project is a local & small business marketplace that will
provide convenient and accessible goods and services to the EPA community. For the marketplace to
be successful and provide local business opportunities, it will include pedestrian friendly design features
that will encourage people to walk to the site. There are many ways to make the site pedestrian friendly.
Please select the images below that you like best.
•
•
•
•
•

Question: What TYPE OF CROSSWALKS would motivate you to walk to this place?
Question: What TYPE OF SIDEWALKS would motivate you to walk to this place?
Question: What TYPE OF AMENITIES would motivate you to walk to this place?
Question: What TYPE OF OPEN SPACE DESIGN would motivate you to walk to this place?
Question: Are there any additional thoughts you want to share about the images you selected?

Other Comments & Questions
• Question: Do you have any additional comments or questions you would like to share?
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Survey Details – Responses
Below is a summary of all the responses received in the online survey. The summary is broken
down by section and includes important trends from both the qualitative questions and the
results of the quantitative survey questions.
Project Principles
• Of the 5 Project Principles, the principle “Create a Vibrant Mixed Use Main Street” had the highest
number of participants mark “5 or Extremely Important.” Approximately 80% of participants marked
it as a 5.
•

Below are the project principles, in order of the most to least important as selected by the participants
as well as their average ranking on a scale from 1 to 5.
1. Create a Vibrant Mixed Use “Main Street” (4.72)
2. Improve Mobility and Access (4.59)
3. Create Jobs and Local Revenue (4.54)
4. Create Places to Live and Gather (4.45)
5. Respect What Came Before Us (3.74)

•

Though “Create Jobs and Local Revenue” had an average of 4.54 and was the third most important
project principle for participants, it had the second highest number of participants mark “5 or
Extremely Important.” Approximately 73% of participants marked it as a 5.

•

The majority of participants marked all of the project principles as a “4 or a 5” indicating that all of
the project principles resonate with the participants and in general, signifies that the principles seem
to be on track in terms of reflecting the community’s feedback and hopes for the project.

•

Below are the quantitative results of the survey questions related to the Project Principles:
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Public Town Square – Creating An EPA Landmark
To create a public town square that is unique and a true EPA landmark, participants were asked what
art/objects, features and materials should be used, and how the history of EPA should be commemorated
in the public town square. Using photographs to show precedents, participants selected:
•

Murals were marked as the best way to utilize art/objects to create an EPA landmark which was
selected by 70% of participants.

•

Participants felt that both timelines and monuments were an effective way of commemorating the
history of EPA, selected by 73% and 70% respectively.

•

Of the special features that were shown, lighting was selected by over 77% of participants as a feature
to make that site a special landmark. This is consistent with other comments that spoke to the
importance of lighting for safety and ambience.

•

Though in many comments, participants noted the desire for gardens or other green spaces, when
participants were asked what types of materials should be used to make the site a distinct landmark,
colors and textures was selected more frequently than site specific vegetation with 75% and 68%
respectively.

•

Below are the quantitative results of the survey questions related to ensuring the Public Town Square
is a distinct EPA landmark:
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Public Plaza / Courtyard
In the survey, participants were asked to select the type of activities/performances, access features,
elements & materials, and climate that would make the public plaza an inviting space for EPA families.
Using photographs to show precedents, participants selected:
•

Weekly Seasonal Evens and Music were equally important receiving selected by over 87% of
participants

•

Participants believe that the best access feature for the public plaza/courtyard is to provide open
views to public areas. This was reinforced in the qualitative comments in which participants noted the
importance of more open spaces.

•

By a large margin, selected by over 92% of participants, comfortable unique seating is a feature that
participants believe will make the public plaza/courtyard more inviting.

•

Participants believe that both shade and planting diversity will make the public plaza/courtyard
inviting. The importance of planting and green features was noted in many of the qualitative
comments about both the public plaza/courtyard and the public town square as important
placemaking features.

•

Some participants did not feel like the images reflected enough options and want to see images that
included more green spaces, planting and trees.

•

Below are the quantitative results of the survey questions related to how to make the Public
Plaza/Courtyard inviting to EPA residents:
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Local & Small Business Marketplace
In the survey, participants were asked to select the type of crosswalks, sidewalks, open spaces and design
features that would encourage people to walk to the local and small marketplace. Using photographs to
show precedents, participants selected:
•

84% of participants selected safety pedestrian lights as the type of crosswalk that would encourage
them to walk to the site.

•

Wide sidewalks were selected by approximately 81% of participants as an important feature that
would motivate people to walk to the site and improve the pedestrian accessibility of the site.

•

The programming of the spaces including outdoor eating and essential shops would increase the
chances that EPA residents would walk to the site. Outdoor eating was selected by over 94% of the
participants.

•

In the qualitative comments, participants noted the importance of safe crosswalks, EPA specific retail
and green features as elements that would make the site a destination to walk to.

•

Below are the quantitative results of the survey questions related to accessibility to the Local & Small
Business Marketplace:
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Other Comments & Questions
Finally, participants were asked if they have any additional comments and questions. Below reflects the
most common themes:
•
•
•
•

Concern over there being too much parking and its visibility in the project
Questions about the siting and the certainty of the library
Desire for a broader discussion about the project components (housing, office use, etc), site
constraints and tradeoffs
Request for more green spaces and gardens
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